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 Label Generation Rulesets (LGRs) specify metadata, code point repertoire, 
variant rules and Whole Label Evaluation (WLE) rules to generate labels

 RFC 7940 describes how LGR can be specified using XML, a machine 
readable format

 LGR can be used to generate domain name labels for use in the internet’s 
root zone and other levels

 LGR Toolset can be used to
 Create an LGR 
 View LGR as an HTML webpage
 Merge multiple LGRs into a single LGR
 Validate single label or multiple labels using an LGR
 Determine cross-script variants of labels using a merged LGR
 Manage LGRs by comparing or combining them
 Review possible impact of a new or a revised LGR on existing labels

Introduction to LGR Toolset (beta)
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 LGR Toolset is available with the following disclaimer:
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ICANN AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ICANN OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF 
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND 
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGE.

 Online beta deployment
 Visit https://lgrtool.icann.org/
 If needed, username: lgr and password: 37zEfM2LyN3DmSzjLaYoA 

 Open source package(s) release with BSD license
 Released at github: lgr-core, lgr-django, munidata, picu

 For queries or feedback
 Email to IDNProgram@icann.org

 For further details, visit the LGR Toolset webpage or www.icann.org/idn

Availability of LGR Toolset (beta)
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Summarizing LGR          Viewing LGR as XML 
and HTML

Validating labels using 
an LGR

Importing an 
existing LGR in a 

toolset
(pp. 9-12)

1 2 3

4 5 6

Agenda 

Importing multiple 
LGRs in a toolset

(pp. 13-16)

Creating an LGR 
via toolset

(pp. 17-37)

(pp. 38-40) (pp. 41-52) (pp. 53-58)
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Validating multiple 
labels using an LGR

Validating multiple 
labels using a merged 

LGR

Viewing cross-script 
variants of labels

Comparing LGRs

Reviewing impact 
on existing labels 

by revising an 
existing LGR

7 8 9

10 11 12

Agenda (cont.) 

Reviewing impact 
on existing labels 
by introducing a 

new LGR
(pp. 59-64) (pp. 65-70) (pp. 71-76)

(pp. 77-82) (pp. 83-88) (pp. 89-93)
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 Import or Load LGR
 Import LGR
 Select LGR with validating repertoire

 Import Multiple LGRs
 Import LGR
 Select multiple LGRs with validating repertoire
 Specify name of the merged LGR 

 Create LGR
 Create LGR
 Enter LGR Details
 Add Code Points
 Expand Ranges
 Add References
 Define Meta Data
 Define Classes, Rules & Actions
 Define Code Point Properties
 Download LGR

 Summarize LGR

Agenda Details
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Agenda Details (cont.)
 View LGR as XML and HTML
 Validate label 

 Validate label using a single LGR
 Validate label using a merged LGR

 Review Impact on Existing Labels by Revising an Existing LGR
 Select “Diff labels of two LGRs”
 Enter Details
 Email Notification
 Download Results

 Review Impact on Existing Labels by Introducing a New LGR
 Select “Get collisions in a list of labels”
 Enter Details
 Email Notification
 Download Results

 Validate Multiple Labels using an LGR
 Select “Generate disp. annotations”
 Enter Details
 Email Notification
 Download Results
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Agenda Details (cont.)
 Validate Multiple Labels using a Merged LGR

 Select “Generate disp. annotations”
 Enter Details
 Email Notification
 Download Results

 View Cross-script Variants of Labels
 Select “Cross-script variants”
 Enter Details
 Email Notification
 Download Results

 Compare LGRs
 Compare LGRs
 Select Union, Intersection or Difference
 With merged LGRs, “Diff” chosen by default
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Import or Load LGR

Agenda Item #1
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Import or Load LGR

To start by using an 
existing LGR file in XML 
format, click on the 
“Import” button
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Select LGR with Validating Repertoire

options

2. Choose the 
“Validating repertoire” 
from the two given 
options

1. To import or load an 
existing LGR in XML 
format, click on “Choose 
Files”

3. Click on the 
“Import” button
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Imported LGR

The screen looks like this 
after successful import of 
existing LGR file in XML 
format
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Import Multiple LGRs

Agenda Item #2
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Import or Load LGRs

To start by using existing 
LGR files in XML format, 
click on the “Import” 
button
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Select LGRs with Validating Repertoire

2. Choose the 
“Validating repertoire” 
from the two given 
options

1. To import or load multiple 
LGRs in XML format, click 
on “Choose Files” and 
select multiple files 

4. Click on the 
“Import” button

3. Enter a name 
for the set of 
LGRs
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Imported LGRs As a Merged LGR

The screen looks like this 
after successful import of 
multiple LGR files in XML 
format
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Create an LGR

Agenda Item #3
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Create an LGR

To start by creating an 
LGR file in XML format, 
click on the “New” button
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Enter LGR Details

1. Write name for the 
LGR being created

3. Click on the “Create” 
button

2. Select Validating 
repertoire from the given 
options for the “New” LGR
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Add Code Points

Click on “Add code points” 
to add code points to the 
newly created LGR
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Add Code Points

1. Add code 
points one by one

3. Add code points by 
importing from a file

y

To add code points, 
there are three different 
ways

2. Add code points 
by giving a range
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Add Code Points

2. Click on the “Add 
Code Point” button

1. Write the code 
point to be added
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Add Code Points

1. Add the first code 
point of the range

2. Add the last code 
point of the range

3. Click on 
“Next” button
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Add Code Points

1. Select the file 
containing code points

2. Select the file type 
from the given options

3. “Manual import” is 
optional – it lets you check 
each code point in the file 
before adding to the LGR

4. Click on the “Next” 
button
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Expand Ranges

To expand all the code 
points in this range, 
click on “Expand range”

To expand all the code points 
in all the ranges of the LGR, 
click on “Expand range(s)” 
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Add References

To add references to your LGR, 
click on “References” tab

2. Add comments to 
the added reference

1. Add detailed 
reference

3. Click on the “Add” 
button
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Add References

“Existing references” 
tab shows the added 
references
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Define Meta Data

Click on “Meta data” tab to add 
meta information about the LGR
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Define Meta Data Second half of the “Meta 
data” tab

Add any text for describing 
the LGR Select “Description 

type” from the given 
options

“Validating repertoire” is the same 
as selected in the beginning After filling every detail, 

click on the “Save” button
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Define Classes, Rules & Actions
Click on “Rules” tab to add 
certain rules to the LGR

Click on “New class” button 
to add classes to the LGR

Click on “New action” button 
to add actions to the LGR

Click on “New rule” button to 
add rules to the LGR
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Define Classes

2. Click on the 
“Save” button

1. Add classes in the 
relevant box
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Define Rules

1. Add the rule in the 
relevant box

2. Click on the 
“Save” button
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Define Actions

2. Click on the 
“Save” button

1. Add action in the 
relevant box
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Define Code Point Properties

Click on the “See code 
point” button to add code 
point details/properties
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Define Code Point Properties - 1
1. Add variant for 
the code point

2. Click on the “Add 
variant button”

4. Add tags for the 
code point

5. Add when-rule/not-
when rule from the list 
of rules it provides

6. Add any description 
for the code point

3. Add details for the added 
variant – type, comment, 
when-rule, not-when rule 
and some action
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Define Code Point Properties - 2

7. Click on “Save variants, 
tags, context rules and 
comment” button

8. Click on the “Edit” button 
to add references to the 
code point

To delete code point & its 
details, click on the “Delete 
code point” button
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Download LGR

Click on “Download” button 
to download the created 
LGR.  Always download 
before closing the browser 
as the LGRs are not saved 
on the server
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Summarize LGR

Agenda Item #4
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Summarize LGR

Click on “Summary” button to get 
summary of the entire LGR.  It is 
important to note that when summary is 
generated, LGR check is also performed.  
Therefore, this function should also be 
used for checking an LGR before use, e.g. 
when it is created or imported
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Summarize LGR

Summarized 
LGR 

Summary of checks 
performed, including 
symmetry and 
transitivity
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View LGR as XML and HTML

Agenda Item #5
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View LGR As XML

Click on “View XML” to 
get an XML view of the 
LGR
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View LGR As XML

XML view of the 
LGR
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View LGR As HTML

1. Click on “Import” to load 
a single or multiple existing 
LGR file(s).  See “Import” 
for details

2. Click on “HTML Output” 
button to view the HTML 
output of the LGR
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Meta Data - 1
Meta data in LGR
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Meta Data - 2

Meta data in LGR
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Repertoire 

Repertoire section 
in LGR
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Variant Sets 

Variant Sets 
section in LGR
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Classes
Character classes 
in LGR
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Rules Whole Label evaluation 
and context rules in LGR
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Actions
Actions in LGR
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Table of References

Table of References 
in LGR
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Validate Label

Agenda Item #6
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Validate Label

3. For validating labels, click 
on “Validate label” button

1. Click on “Import” to 
load a single or multiple 
existing LGR files.  See 
“Import” for details

2. Always view “Summary” 
as the tool checks the 
loaded LGR(s) during this 
process
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Validate Label with a Single LGR

1. Enter the label 
to be validated

2. Click on the 
“Validate” button
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Validate Label with a Single LGR

Results given by “Validate label” 
show if the label is valid and also list 
its variants and their dispositions
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Validate Label with a Merged LGR

1. Enter the label 
to be validated Optional file of 

allocated set labels to 
check for collisions

2. Select a script from 
the list of the scripts of 
different LGRs forming 
the merged LGR 

3. Click on the 
“Validate” button
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Validate Label with a Merged LGR

Result given by “Validate label” shows 
if the label is valid and if it has 
collisions with any of the labels given 
in the allocated set labels file. It also 
lists its variants and their dispositions
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Review Impact on Existing Labels by 
Revising an Existing LGR

Agenda Item #7
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Select Difference Labels of Two LGRs

Click on “Diff labels of two 
LGRs” button to determine 
label collisions caused by 
modifying an LGR  
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Enter Details

1. Select first LGR

4. Enter your email 
address where you want 
to receive results

2. Select second LGR

3. Select file 
containing labels

7. Click on “Get diff” 
button

6. Check “Output rules” if 
you want to check output 
rules for each label

5. Check “Check collisions” 
if you want to check label 
collisions as well
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Email Notification

Email that gives 
information about the 
results
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Download Results

2. Click on the download 
link on the homepage to 
get the “Diff labels of two 
LGRs” result

1. Click on Home link 
for LGR Tool to get to 
this page
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Results

Specifies new variants of 
allocated set labels 
formed by revising an 
LGR

Specifies changes in 
disposition of allocated set 
labels by revising an LGR
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Review Impact on Existing Labels by 
Introducing a New LGR

Agenda Item #8
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Select Get Collisions in a List of Labels

Click on “Get collisions in a list of 
labels” button to determine label 
collisions from an existing file 
when a new LGR is introduced –
for example, two unique labels 
become variants of each other 
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Enter Details

1. Select LGR

2. Select Labels file

3. Enter your email 
address where you want 
result link notification4. Check “Full Dump” to get 

summary of each operation 
done on the labels

5. Check “Output rules” to 
get rules that the label has 
gone through

6. Click on “Get collisions”
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Email Notification

Email that gives 
information about the 
results
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Download Results

Click on the download link to 
get the “Collisions” results

Click on Home link for LGR 
Tool to get to this page
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Results

Details of a label and its 
corresponding variant(s)

Some of the allocated 
set labels have become 
variants of each other by 
introducing a new LGR
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Validate Multiple Labels using an LGR

Agenda Item #9
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Select Generate Disposition Annotations

2. Click on “Generate 
disp. annotations” 
button to validate labels 
given in a text file

1. Click on “Import” to 
load an existing LGR file.  
See “Import” for details
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Enter Details

1. Select LGR

2. Select Labels 
file for validation

3. Enter your email 
address where you 
want to receive results

4. Click on 
“Annotate” button
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Email Notification

Email that gives information 
about the results
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Download Results

Click on the download 
link to get the “Generate 
disp. annotations” results
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Results

Validation result of each 
label is written next to it
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Validate Multiple Labels using a Merged LGR

Agenda Item #10
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Select Generate Disposition Annotations

2. Click on “Generate disp. 
annotations” button to 
validate labels given in a 
text file

1. Click on “Import” to 
load multiple existing 
LGR files.  See 
“Import” for details
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Enter Details

1. Select LGR

Optional file of allocated 
set labels to check for 
collisions

4. Enter your email 
address where you 
want to receive results 5. Click on 

“Annotate” button

2. Select a script from 
the list of the scripts of 
different LGRs forming 
the merged LGR 

3. Select Labels 
file for validation
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Email Notification

Email that gives 
information about the 
results
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Download Results

Click on the download 
link to get the “Generate 
disp. annotations” results
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Results

Validation result of each 
label is written next to it
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View Cross-script Variants of Labels

Agenda Item #11
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Select Cross-script Variants

2. Click on “Cross-script 
variants” button to view 
cross-script variants of 
labels given in a text file

1. Click on “Import” to 
load multiple existing 
LGR files.  See 
“Import” for details
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Enter Details

1. Select LGR

3. Enter your email 
address where you want 
to receive results

4. Click on “Launch” 
button

2. Select Labels file 
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Email Notification

Email that gives 
information about the 
results
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Download Results

Click on the download 
link to get the “Cross-
script variants” results
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Results

Cross-script variants of 
the label

Code points which are 
in other scripts than 
the one(s) defined in 
the LGR and the 
corresponding script

Disposition of cross-
script variant
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Compare LGRs

Agenda Item #12
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Compare LGRs

Click on “Compare 
two LGRs” under the 
“Tools” tab for 
comparing LGRs
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Union, Intersection or Difference

1. Select first LGR

4. Click on the 
“Compare” button

2. Select second LGR

3. Select “Union”, 
“Intersection” or “Diff” to 
perform relevant function 
on the two LGRs
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With Merged LGRs, Only Difference

1. Select first LGR

3. Click on the 
“Compare” button

2. Select second LGR

“Diff” selected by default
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Result of Difference function

Differences of two 
LGRs

Important Note: These 
operations only provide 
provisional results which must 
be manually reviewed and 
finalized
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Engage with ICANN and IDN Program

Reach us at: IDNProgram@icann.org
Website: icann.org/idn

Thank You and Questions

gplus.to/icann

weibo.com/ICANNorg

flickr.com/photos/icann

slideshare.net/icannpresentations

twitter.com/icann

facebook.com/icannorg

linkedin.com/company/icann

youtube.com/user/icannnews


